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Abstract. We propose a novel Entropy Minimisation (EMin) framework for event-based vision model estimation. The framework extends
previous event-based motion compensation algorithms to handle models
whose outputs have arbitrary dimensions. The main motivation comes
from estimating motion from events directly in 3D space (e.g. events
augmented with depth), without projecting them onto an image plane.
This is achieved by modelling the event alignment according to candidate
parameters and minimising the resultant dispersion. We provide a family
of suitable entropy loss functions and an efficient approximation whose
complexity is only linear with the number of events (e.g. the complexity
does not depend on the number of image pixels). The framework is evaluated on several motion estimation problems, including optical flow and
rotational motion. As proof of concept, we also test our framework on
6-DOF estimation by performing the optimisation directly in 3D space.
Keywords: Event-based vision · Optimisation framework · Model estimation · Entropy minimisation

1

Introduction

Event-based cameras asynchronously report pixel-wise brightness changes, denominated as events. This working principle allows them to have clear advantages
over standard frame-based cameras, such as: very high dynamic ranges (> 120
dB vs. ≈ 60 dB), high bandwidth in the order of millions of events per second, low latency in the order of microseconds. Thus, event-based cameras offer
suitable and appealing traits to tackle a wide range of computer vision problems [3,6,7,14,18]. However, due to the different encoding of visual information,
new algorithms need to be developed to properly process event-based data.
Significant research has been driven by the benefits of event-based cameras
over frame-based ones, including high-speed motion estimation [3,6,7,28], depth
estimation [2,10,18,24,26] and high dynamic range tracking [5,14,16,21], with
applications in robotics [8,9] and SLAM [11,22], among others. In particular,
event-based motion compensation approaches [6,7,16,26] have been successful
in tackling several estimation problems (e.g. optical flow, rotational motion and
depth estimation). These methods seek to maximise the event alignment of point
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Fig. 1. Entropy measure examples of modelled events according to candidate parameters. (a)-(c) Projected events modelled according to candidate parameters (for visualisation purposes only) and respective entropy measures (right). As a particular case,
our framework can also produce motion-corrected images, by minimising the events’
entropy. Events generated from a moving DAVIS346B observing an iCub humanoid [15]

trajectories on the image plane, according to some loss function of the warped
events. By solving this optimisation, the parameters that better compensate for
the motion observed can be retrieved, whilst the resultant point trajectories
produce sharp, motion-corrected and high contrast images (e.g. Fig. 1 (c)). All
these event-based motion compensation methods require the warped events to
be projected onto an image, where mature computer vision tools can then be
applied. For instance, Gallego et al . [6] proposed to maximise the variance of the
Image of Warped Events (IWE), which is a known measure of image contrast.
We propose a distinct design principle, where event alignment of point trajectories can still be achieved, but without projecting the events onto any particular
sub-space. This can be useful in modelling point trajectories directly in 3D space,
e.g. acquired by fusing event-based cameras with frame-based depth sensors [23].
Thus, instead of using a contrast measure of the IWE as the optimisation loss
function, we propose to minimise a dispersion measure in the model’s output
space, where events are seen as nodes in a graph. Particularly, we will consider
the entropy as a principled measure of dispersion. Fig. 1 presents an example of
events modelled according to candidate parameters. As shown, modelled events
that exhibit a lower dispersion also produce motion-corrected images. Although
the main motivation for developing the proposed method comes from being able
to model events directly in 3D space, in principle, there is no constraint on the
number of dimensions the framework can handle and we will use the term features throughout the paper to emphasise this. We note that this work is not
focused on how to get such features, which is application/model dependent.
Main contributions: We propose an EMin framework for arbitrary eventbased model estimation that only requires event-based data, which can be augmented by other sensors (e.g. depth information). This is achieved by modelling
the event alignment according to candidate parameters and minimising the resultant model outputs’ dispersion according to an entropy measure, without
explicitly establishing correspondences between events. In contrast to previous
methods, our framework does not need to project the modelled events onto a
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particular subspace (e.g. image plane) and thus can handle model outputs of
arbitrary dimensions. We present a family of entropy functions that are suitable
for the optimisation framework, as well as efficient approximations whose complexity is only linear with the number of events, offering a valid trade-off between
accuracy and computational complexity. We evaluate our framework on several
estimation problems, including 6-DOF parameters estimation directly from the
3D spatial coordinates of augmented events.

2

Related Work

Event-based motion compensation algorithms have been proposed to tackle several motion estimation problems, by solving an optimisation procedure, whereby
the event alignment of point trajectories is maximised. These estimation problems include rotation [7], depth [18,26], similarity transformations [16].
Gallego et al . [6] proposed a Contrast Maximisation (CMax) framework that
unifies previous model estimation methods. The framework maximises a contrast
measure, by warping a batch of events according to candidate model parameters and projecting them onto the IWE. It is unifying in the sense that the
optimisation procedure is independent of the geometric model to be estimated
(e.g. optical flow, rotation). Several new loss functions were recently added to this
framework in [4]. However, the general working principle was not modified and,
for brevity reasons, hereinafter, we will only refer to the CMax framework [6],
which we review next.
Contrast Maximisation Framework: An event e = (x, t, p) is characterised
by its coordinates x = (x, y)T , the time-stamp it occurred t and its polarity
e
p ∈ {−1, +1}, i.e. brightness change. Given a set of events E = {ek }N
k=1 , where
Ne is the number of events considered, the CMax framework estimates the model
parameters θ ∗ that best fit the observed set of events along point trajectories.
This is achieved by first warping all events to a reference time-stamp tref according to the candidate parameters θ
ek → e0k :

x0k = W(xk , tk ; θ),

(1)

where W is a function that warps the events according to the candidate parameters. Then, the warped events are projected onto the IWE and accumulated according to the Kronecker delta function δxk (x), where δxk (x) = 1 when x = xk
and 0 otherwise:
Ne
X
I0 (x; θ) =
bk δx0k (x),
(2)
k

such that if bk = pk the polarities are summed, whereas if bk = 1 the number of
events are summed instead. In [6,7], the variance of the IWE
f (θ) = σ 2 (I0 (x; θ)) =

Np
2
1 X 0
iij − µI0
Np i,j

(3)
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was proposed to be maximised,
P where Np corresponds to the number of pixels
of I0 = (i0ij ) and µI0 = N1p i,j i0ij is the mean of the IWE. The variance of an
image is a well known suitable contrast measure. Thus, the model parameters
θ ∗ that maximise the contrast of the IWE correspond to the parameters that
best fit the event data E, by compensating for the observed motion
θ ∗ = arg max f (θ).

(4)

θ

The proposed EMin framework can also be used to estimate arbitrary models,
by minimising the entropy of the modelled events. As opposed to the CMax
framework, whose optimisation is constrained to the image space, our framework
can estimate models whose outputs have arbitrary dimensions, since the entropy
measure can be computed on a space of arbitrary dimensions.
Related similarity measures were proposed by Zhu et al . [25] for feature tracking, where events were explicitly grouped into features based on the optical flow
predicted as an expectation maximisation over all events’ associations. Distinctively, we avoid the data association problem entirely, since the entropy already
implicitly measures the similarity between event trajectories.

3

Entropy Minimisation Framework

The CMax framework [6] requires the warped events to be projected onto a subspace, i.e. the IWE. This means that the optimisation framework is constrained
to geometric modelling and does not handle more than 2D features, i.e. IWE
pixel coordinates. Thus, we propose an EMin framework for event-based model
estimation that does not require projection onto any sub-space. The proposed
framework relies on a family of entropy loss functions which measure the dispersion of features related to events in a feature space (Section 3.2). The EMin
procedure complexity is quadratic with the number of events, which will motivate an efficient Approximate Entropy Minimisation (AEMin) solution, whose
complexity is only linear with the number of events (Section 3.3).
3.1

Intuition from Pairwise Potentials

Events are optimally modelled if in the temporal-image space they are aligned
along point trajectories that reveal strong edge structures [6,7]. This means that
events become more concentrated (on the edges) and thus, their average pairwise
distance is minimised (e.g. the average distance is zero if all events are projected
onto the same point). This can be measured by using fully connected Conditional
Random Field (CRF) models [13], which are a standard tool in computer vision,
e.g. with applications to semantic image labelling [12]. An image is represented
as a graph, each pixel is a node, and the aim is to obtain a labelling for each
pixel that maximises the corresponding Gibbs energy
EGibbs =

Np
X
i

ψu (li ) +

Np
X
i,j

ψp (li , lj ),

(5)
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where ψu is the unary potential computed independently for each pixel and ψp
is the pairwise potential. The unary potential incorporates descriptors of a pixel,
e.g. texture and color, whereas the pairwise potential can be interpreted as a
similarity measure between pixels, which can take the form

ψp (li , lj ) = ξ(li , lj )

M
X

ωm Km (fi , fj ),

(6)

m

where ξ is some label compatibility function, ωm represents the weight of the
contribution of the kernel Km and f is a d-dimensional feature vector in an
arbitrary feature space.
This model can be used to measure the similarity between events, by representing each event as a node of a graph, and then maximising the similarity
measure. According to Eq. (6), this is equivalent to maximising the pairwise potentials between all events in the case where we consider one kernel (M =1) and
the feature vector corresponds to the modelled event coordinates in the IWE
(fk = x0k ). This can be formalised by defining the Potential energy which we
seek to minimise according to parameters θ as

P (f ; θ) := −

Ne
1 X
KΣ (fi , fj ; θ).
Ne2 i,j

(7)

The Potential energy measures the average dispersion of events relative to each
other in the feature space, e.g. if the events are more concentrated, then Eq. (7)
is minimised. Based on this formulation, the modelled events are not required
to be projected onto any particular space and we can handle feature vectors of
arbitrary dimensions. For easy exposition, we will consider the d-dimensional
multivariate Gaussian kernel parameterised by the covariance matrix Σ
KΣ (fi , fj ; θ) =

3.2


exp − 12 (fi − fj )T Σ−1 (fi − fj )
d

1

(2π) 2 |Σ| 2

.

(8)

Description of Framework

Another well-known measure of dispersion is the entropy, which is at the core
of the proposed optimisation framework. By interpreting the kernel KΣ (fi , fj ; θ)
as a conditional probability distribution p(fi |fj , θ), we can consider the corresponding Sharma-Mittal entropies [20]

γ

Ne
1  1 X
Hα,β (f ; θ) :=
KΣ (fi , fj ; θ)α  − 1 ,
1−β
Ne2 i,j

(9)
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Algorithm 1 Entropy Minimisation Framework
e
Input: Set of events E = {ek }N
k .
Output: Estimated model parameters θ ∗ .
Procedure:
1: Initialise the candidate model parameters θ.
2: Model events according to parameters θ, Eq. (13).
3: Compute the entropy E(f ; θ) (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
4: Find the best parameters θ ∗ by minimising the entropy f (θ), Eq. (14).

1−β
where α > 0, α, β 6= 1 and γ = 1−α
. This family of entropies tends in limit cases
to Rényi Rα (β → 1), Tsallis Tα (β → α) and Shannon S (α, β → 1) entropies:


Ne
X
1
1
KΣ (fi , fj ; θ)α  ,
log  2
(10)
Rα (f ; θ) :=
1−α
Ne i,j


Ne
1  1 X
Tα (f ; θ) :=
KΣ (fi , fj ; θ)α − 1 ,
(11)
1 − α Ne2 i,j
Ne
1 X
KΣ (fi , fj ; θ) log KΣ (fi , fj ; θ).
S(f ; θ) := 2
Ne i,j

(12)

Gallego et al . [4] proposed a loss function based on the image entropy, which
measures the dispersion over the distribution of accumulated events in the IWE.
Instead, we propose to measure the dispersion over the distribution of the modelled events in the feature space (by considering the distributions are given by
each modelled event). The proposed measure is actually closer in spirit to the
spatial autocorrelation loss functions proposed in [4].
The proposed framework then follows a similar flow to that of the CMax
framework [6], which is summarised in Algorithm 1. A set of events E is modelled
according to candidate parameters θ
fk = M(ek ; θ),

(13)

where fk is the resultant feature vector in a d-dimensional feature space associated with event ek and M is a known model. Then, we find the best model
parameters θ ∗ , by minimising the entropy in the feature space
θ ∗ = arg min f (θ) = arg min E(f ; θ),
θ

(14)

θ

where E(f ; θ) is one of the proposed loss functions.
3.3

Efficient Approximation

The complexity of the proposed framework is quadratic with the number of
events and thus is more computationally demanding than the CMax framework [6], which is linear with the number of events and the number of pixels of
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the IWE. To overcome the increased complexity, we propose an efficient approximation to compute the entropy functions. This is achieved by approximating
the kernel KΣ (Eq. 8) with a truncated version KΣ , where values beyond certain standard deviations are set to zero, and then convolve each feature vector
with KΣ . This idea is illustrated in Fig. 2. To achieve linear complexity with
the number of events, we asynchronously convolve each feature vector using the
event-based convolution method proposed by Scheerlinck et al . [19].
For simplicity, assuming the kernel KΣ has size κd , evaluating the approximate functions has a complexity of O(Ne κd ), which is linear with the number
of events. The complexity may still be exponential with the number of dimensions, if we do not consider efficient high-dimensional convolution operations
that reduce the computational complexity to become linear with the number
of dimensions, e.g. [1]. Although we need to discretise the feature space, the
computational complexity of the AEMin approach is independent of the actual
number of discretised bins. In contrast, the complexity of the CMax [6] framework is also linear with the number of discretised bins (e.g. number of image
pixels Np ). This means that although directly extending the CMax framework
to handle higher dimensions is possible, in practise it would be inefficient and
not scalable, without considering sophisticated data structures.
The Approximate Potential energy can be expressed as
P̃ (f ; θ) := −

Ne
1 X
KΣ ∗ δfk (fl ),
Ne2

(15)

k,l

where each feature fk is convolved with the truncated kernel KΣ in the feature
space. Similarly, the Sharma-Mittal, Rényi and Tsallis entropies can be approximately expressed based on the kernel Kα
Σ and the Shannon entropy can be
approximately expressed based on the kernel KΣ log KΣ :

γ

Ne
1  1 X
 − 1 ,
Kα
H̃α,β (f ; θ) :=
Σ ∗ δfk (fl )
1−β
Ne2
k,l


Ne
X
1
1

log  2
Kα
R̃α (f ; θ) :=
Σ ∗ δfk (fl ) ,
1−α
Ne
k,l


Ne
1  1 X

T̃α (f ; θ) :=
Kα
Σ ∗ δfk (fl ) − 1 ,
1 − α Ne2

(16)

(17)

(18)

k,l

S̃(f ; θ) :=

Ne
1 X
(KΣ
Ne2

log KΣ ) ∗ δfk (fl ),

(19)

k,l

where represents the Hadamard product and log represents the natural logarithm applied element-wise.
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4

Experiments and Results

In this section, we test our framework to
estimate several models by providing qualitative and quantitative assessments. In every experiment, we assume that the camera
is calibrated and lens distortion has been
removed. We also assume that each batch
of events spans a short time interval, such
that the model parameters can be considered constants (which is reasonable, since
events can be triggered with a microsecond
temporal resolution). For brevity, we will Fig. 2. In the EMin approach, all
only consider the Tsallis entropy (11) and features pairwise distances are comrespective approximation (18) where α = 2. puted (left). In the AEMin approach,
Note that α and β are not tunable parame- the feature space is discretised and
each feature fk is convolved with a
ters since each one specifies an entropy.
The proposed AEMin requires that we truncated kernel KΣ (right)
discretise the feature space and perform
convolution operations. We use bilinear interpolation/voting for each feature vector fk to update the nearest bins, as suggested in [7]. We asynchronously convolve each feature vector, using the eventbased asynchronous convolution method proposed by Scheerlinck et al . [19]. This
convolution method was also used in the custom implementation of the CMax
framework [6] and the decay factor was set to 0, to emulate a synchronous convolution over the entire space. We use a 3 × 3 Gaussian truncated kernel with 1
bin as standard deviation.
Our optimisation framework was implemented in C++ and we used the CGFR algorithm of the scientific library GNU-GSL for the optimisation and the
Auto-Diff module of the Eigen library for the (automatic) derivatives computation. 1 Additional models are provided in the supplementary material, as well as
additional results (for more entropies), and practical considerations.


4.1

Motion Estimation in the Image Plane

We tested our framework using sequences from the dataset provided by Mueggler et al . [17]. The dataset consists of real sequences acquired by a DAVIS240
camera, each with approximately one minute duration and increasing motion
magnitude. A motion-capture system provides the camera’s pose at 200Hz and
a built-in Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) provides acceleration and angular
velocity measurements at 1000Hz.
1

Code publicly available: www.imperial.ac.uk/personal-robotics.
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Optical Flow: The optical flow model has 2-DOF and can be parameterised
by the 2D linear velocity on the image plane θ = (ux , uy )T , being expressed as
fk = M(ek ; θ) = xk − ∆tk θ,

(20)

where fk = x0k represents the image coordinates of the warped events, according
to the notation in [6], and ∆tk = tk − tref . For our framework, this is just a
special case, where the feature vector fk is 2-dimensional.
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Fig. 3. Optical flow estimation between frames 17 and 18 of the poster translation
sequence [17]. Top row, from left to right: Original events projected onto the IWE,
where the flow is dominated by the horizontal component θ ∗ ≈ (−150, 0)T ; Motion
compensated events projected onto the IWE, according to the CMax framework [6]
θ ∗ = (−150.3, 3.7)T , Tsallis entropy θ ∗ = (−150.8, 5.6)T and corresponding ap
proximate entropy θ ∗ = (−150.7, 3.8)T , respectively. Bottom row, from left to right:
IWE contrast, Variance [6], Tsallis entropy and respective approximation profiles in
function of the optical flow parameters, respectively

Fig. 3 shows the results of the optical flow estimation between frames 17 and
18 of the poster translation sequence [17]. Similar results are obtained if we
use the CMax framework [6]. Distinctively, however, by using an entropy measure, our framework minimises the modelled events’ dispersion in a 2D feature
space. The profiles of the Tsallis entropy and corresponding approximation in
function of the optical flow parameters are also presented (two most right plots
in the bottom row). We can see that both profiles are similar and the optical
flow parameters are correctly estimated.

Rotational Motion: The rotational model has 3-DOF and can be parameterised by the 3D angular velocity θ = (wx , wy , wz )T , being expressed as
fk = M(ek ; θ) ∝ R−1 (tk ; θ)

 
xk
,
1

(21)
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where the rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) can be written as a matrix exponential
map of the angular velocity parameters θ as


R(tk ; θ) = exp ∆tk θ̂ ,

(22)

where θ̂ ∈ R3×3 is the associated skew-symmetric matrix.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the angular velocity estimated against the ground truth
from IMU measurements on the poster rotation sequence [17], considering batches of
20000 events. Bottom row: Whole sequence. Middle and top rows: Zoomed-in plots of
the corresponding bounded regions. Both angular velocity profiles are almost identical
to the ground truth

Fig. 4 presents a comparison of the angular velocity parameters estimated
by the proposed framework using the Tsallis entropy and the corresponding
approximation against the ground truth provided by IMU measurements on the
poster rotation sequence [17]. Qualitatively, both angular velocity profiles are
identical to the ground truth, even during peak excursions of approximately
±940 deg/s, which correspond to rotations of more than 2.5 turns per second.
A more detailed quantitative performance comparison is presented in Table 1.
We compare the Tsallis and corresponding approximate entropy functions in
terms of errors for each angular velocity component and the respective standard
deviation and RMS, considering batches of 20000 events, on the boxes rotation
and poster rotation sequences [17]. The exact entropy function achieves the
best overall results, while the proposed efficient approximate entropy achieves
competitive performance.
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Table 1. Accuracy comparison on the boxes rotation and poster rotation sequences [17]. The angular velocity errors for each component (ewx , ewy , ewz ), their
standard deviation (σew ) and RMS are presented in deg/s, w.r.t. IMU measurements,
considering batches of 20000 events. The RMS error compared to the maximum excursions are also presented in percentage (RMS %), as well as the absolute and relative
maximum errors. The best value per column is highlighted in bold
RMS RMS % max max %
σew
ewz
ewy
Function
ewx
Variance (3) [6]
7.49 6.87 7.53 10.73 10.80
1.15
65.05
6.92
boxes rotation Tsallis (11)
7.43 6.53 8.21 9.75 9.91
1.06
45.76 4.87
Approx. Tsallis (18) 7.93 7.57 7.87 10.25 10.33
1.10
47.40
5.04
Variance (3) [6]
13.26 8.73 8.73 14.60 14.65
1.56
62.41 6.64
poster rotation Tsallis (11)
13.40 8.66 7.88 13.39 13.65
1.45
67.34
7.16
Approx. Tsallis (18) 14.31 9.16 8.34 14.16 14.22
1.51
64.68
6.88
Sequence

Motion in Planar Scenes: Motion estimation in planar scenes can be achieved by
using the homography model. This model
has 8-DOF and can be parameterised by the
3D angular velocity w = (wx , wy , wz )T , the
up to scale 3D linear velocity v̄ = v/s =
(v̄x , v̄y , v̄z )T and the normalised 3D normal
vector n = (nx , ny , nz )T of the inducing
plane π = (nT , s)T , being expressed as
 
xk
−1
fk = M(ek ; θ) ∝ H (tk ; θ)
, (23)
1

Fig. 5. Motion estimation in planar
scenes. (Left) Original events projected. (Right) Modelled events projected onto the image plane

where θ = (wT , v̄T , nT )T are the model parameters and the homography matrix H can be written in function of the model
parameters θ as
H(tk ; θ) = R(tk ; w) − ∆tk v̄nT .
(24)
Fig. 5 shows the results of motion estimation in a planar scene, according
to the homography model, between frames 673 and 674 of the poster 6dof sequence [17]. The following parameters were obtained: w = (0.81, −0.11, −1.47)T ,
v̄ = (−0.19, 0.12, 1.73)T , n = (−0.10, −0.14, −0.99)T .
4.2

Motion Estimation in 3D Space

As proof of concept, we synthetically generated events from the corners of a
moving cube in 3D space and used our framework to estimate its 6-DOF motion
parameters, without projecting the events onto the image plane. We also tested
our framework on sequences from the dataset provided by Zhu et al . [27]. The
dataset consists of real sequences acquired by a set of different sensors for eventbased 3D perception. The set of sensors includes an event-based stereo system
of two DAVIS346B cameras and a frame-based stereo system of two Aptina
MT9V034 cameras at 20fps, which provides the depth of the events generated.
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6-DOF: The 6-DOF can be parameterised by the 3D angular velocity w =
(wx , wy , wz )T and the 3D linear velocity v = (vx , vy , vz )T , being expressed as
fk = M(ek ; θ) = S −1 (tk ; θ)zk ,

(25)

where zk and fk represent the 3D coordinates of the original and modelled events,
respectively. The matrix exponential map S ∈ SE(3) encodes the rigid body
transformation and can be written in function of θ = (wT , vT )T as



ŵ v
S(tk ; θ) = exp ∆tk
,
(26)
0T 0
where ŵ ∈ R3×3 is the associated skew-symmetric matrix.
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Fig. 6. 6-DOF estimation. From left to right: Events generated from the corners of a
synthetic cube moving with vz = −1 (m/s) in 3D space. Modelled events according to
the optimal parameters w = (0, 0, 0)T , v = (0, 0, −1)T (dashed lines included for better
visualisation only). Original events projected onto the image plane. Projected Tsallis
entropy profile at w = (0, 0, 0)T , vz = −1, in function of vx and vy

Fig. 6 illustrates a cube moving along the z-axis with vz = −1 (m/s), whose
corners generate events in 3D space. Our framework can accurately estimate the
parameters of the moving cube, by modelling the events’ trajectory according to
the 6-DOF model. The CMax framework [6] can not estimate these parameters
directly in 3D, because it requires the events to be projected onto the image
plane. We also present the projected entropy profile in function of the velocities
in the x and y direction, at w = (0, 0, 0)T and vz = −1 (m/s). The profile exhibits
a minimum at v = (0, 0, −1)T , corresponding to the motion parameters.
In Fig. 7, we compare the original and modelled events from a moving 3D
scene of the indoor flying1 sequence [27] (for illustration purposes, we consider
the first 75000 events at the 24 second timestamp). We can retrieve the 6-DOF
parameters by minimising the modelled augmented events’ dispersion directly
in 3D space, while also aligning the events to a reference frame.
We also present a quantitative evaluation in Table 2 on three sequences from
the dataset provided by Zhu et al . [27]. Both the exact and approximate entropies achieve similar errors. The 6-DOF parameters were estimated from highly
corrupted data since the events’ 3D coordinates were obtained from depth measurements at 20fps. Moreover, in the outdoor driving night1 sequence, the
events generated are significantly influenced by several other relative motions,
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Fig. 7. 6-DOF estimation on the indoor flying1 sequence [27]. The trajectory of
the original augmented events (left) can be modelled in 3D to retrieve the 6-DOF
parameters of the moving camera, while also aligning the events (right)
Table 2. Accuracy comparison on the indoor flying1 and indoor flying4 and
outdoor driving night1 sequences [27]. The average angular and linear velocity errors
(ew , ev ), their standard deviation (σew , σev ) and RMS (RMSew , RMSev ) are presented
in deg/s and m/s, respectively. The RMS errors compared to the maximum excursions
are also presented in percentage (RMSew %, RMSev %)
Sequence

Function
ew
ev
σew
σev RMSew
Tsallis (11)
2.22 0.13 2.87 0.16
3.03
Approx. Tsallis (18) 2.08 0.10 2.40 0.12
2.70
Tsallis (11)
4.08 0.25 5.16 0.30
5.12
indoor flying4
Approx. Tsallis (18) 4.43 0.23 5.30 0.29
5.56
Tsallis (11)
4.18 1.73 14.73 1.71 14.85
outdoor driving night1
Approx. Tsallis (18) 7.27 1.82 17.97 1.94 17.97
indoor flying1

RMSev
0.17
0.12
0.30
0.30
2.22
2.41

RMSew % RMSev %
7.47
19.88
6.66
14.80
20.53
16.38
22.28
16.35
3.98
21.85
4.81
23.71

e.g. due to other cars moving in the field-of-view. Our framework is capable of
coping with noise, provided it is not the predominant factor.
In Table 3, we compare our framework to a deep learning method [28]
that predicts the egomotion of a moving
camera from events, in terms of relative
tpred ·tgt
Table 3. Quantitative evaluation of our
pose error (RPE = arccos ktpred
k·ktgt k ) framework compared to Zhu et al . [28] on
and relative
rotation
error (RRE = the outdoor driving day1 sequence [27]


logm RTpred Rgt

, where logm is the

matrix log). Our framework compares
favourably possibly because the deep
learning method also estimates the
depth.
4.3

Approx. Tsallis (18)
Zhu et al . [28]

ARPE (deg) ARRE (rad)
4.44
0.00768
7.74
0.00867

Discussion and Limitations

We have demonstrated that the proposed EMin framework can be used to
tackle several common computer vision estimation problems. The EMin approach can achieve better performance in rotational motion estimation. The
proposed AEMin approach can still achieve competitive performance, whilst being computationally more efficient. Nevertheless, we consider that the frame-
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work’s capability of handling models whose outputs have arbitrary dimensions
is its most relevant property. As proof of concept, we showed that our framework
can estimate the 6-DOF of a moving cube in 3D space. The quantitative tests
on three sequences support the potential of the proposed framework to estimate
the parameters of models with arbitrary output dimensions.
Our framework estimates the model
parameters by minimising an entropy
measure of the resultant modelled events.
In the limit, the entropy is minimised
if all events are mapped onto the same
point, which in practise can occur by
trying to estimate up-to scale 3D linear velocities (e.g. homography model).
Fig. 8 exemplifies this situation, where
we show the original events and the modelled events according to the estimated
parameters, in the first and second rows,
respectively. The CMax framework [6]
exhibits a similar limitation since the
Fig. 8. Estimation failure cases. Origcontrast of the IWE is also maximised
inal events (top row) and respective
if all events are warped onto a line.
modelled events according to the best

5

Conclusion

estimated parameters (bottom row), using (left) the variance [6] and (right) the
Approx. Tsallis entropy, Eq. (18)

We have proposed a framework for eventbased model estimation that can handle arbitrary dimensions. Our approach
takes advantage of the benefits of the
event-based cameras while allowing to incorporate additional sensory information, by augmenting the events, under the same framework. Additionally, since it
can handle features of arbitrary dimensions, it can be readily applied to estimation problems that have output features of 4 or more dimensions, which we leave
for future work. Thus, the proposed framework can be seen as an extension of
previous motion compensation approaches. The exact EMin approach achieves
the best performance, although its complexity is quadratic with the number of
events. This motivated the proposed AEMin approach that achieves competitive
performance while being computationally more efficient.
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